espressioni di tempo 70.1

Fill in the gaps with the appropriate Time expression

1. (at first/at the moment/at present) I thought he didn't look like a boy but more like a girl.

   **es**  at first

2. Nowadays/at first/at the moment) I am unemployed.

3. (the end of/the beginning of/in the beginning) the day we are all in the same boat.

4. I can't come to the lunch because I go to the gym (at present/between 1 and 3/nowadays).

5. What really matters (in the end/nowadays/at present) is that you are a honest man, not how much money you earn.

6. You can't trust nobody (in the end/at present/nowadays).

7. God said “ (at first/in the beginning/at the beginning) only one man and one woman lived in the Garden of Eden”

8. I have worked for IBM in the past but (at the moment/nowadays/at present) I manage a project for Apple.

9. Joan and Bob have divorced. Their marriage seemed to work (at the beginning/at first/in the beginning) but then he started to have a lot of affairs.

10. How did you think I could come to Barcelona with you? I go to school (from Monday to Saturday/between Monday and Saturday)!

Soluzioni:

(1) at first (2) at the moment (3) the end of (4) between 1 and 3 (5) nowadays (6) in the end (7) at present (9) at first (10) from Monday to Saturday
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